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ABSTRACT
Monitoring in a grid environment involves the analysis of all resource metrics and network
metrics. Monitoring the resource metrics helps the grid middleware to decide which job to be
submitted to which resource. Decision for submitting a job will be better along with the
consideration of the network metrics. Tuning of the network metrics is also made if the
performance degrades.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Grid environment is a large scale distributed network which consists of loosely coupled
nodes acting in concert to perform intricate tasks. The nodes in the grid network may have
different architecture in terms of operating systems or hardware. This results in a heterogeneous
environment and is often in a decentralized network, rather than in a single location. Grid
computing field involves large amount of research projects and has showed to be a integrated
method of solving a given complex problem using highly configured computational computers.

2 NEED FOR GRID MONTIORING
The high-level computing jobs can be efficiently performed by analyzing various parameters
that impact the process of computing. This process of analyzing the various parameters of the
grid setup is known as monitoring [11]. Satoshi describes the need for maintaining the level of
quality of the grid setup [26]. There are various factors affecting the quality such as network
faults, component interdependencies etc. The quality of the grid setup can be maintained by
regularly monitoring the activities within the grid setup, through the process of grid monitoring.
This process of monitoring gives the details of the current execution scenario and can also help
in predicting the future performance of the setup which will be useful to estimate the time
required for completion of jobs as specified in [31]. After the submission of jobs to the grid
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setup, users often experience delay in job completion. This can be reduced to a great extent if
the grid setup is monitored regularly and the performance problems [2] detected are rectified
soon. The purpose of grid monitoring extends its concept leading to performance prediction and
performance tuning of grid setup. In the grid setup there are various issues arising during the job
execution. These issues namely the delayed job execution, blockage of the job may be due to the
resource metrics or the network metrics. These issues should be identified by the process of
monitoring, and should be corrected by the process of tuning. The process of identifying and
tuning of grid performance is robust since the resources are distributed at different geological
location and are connected together by network links [3]. Wu-Chun Chunga and Ruay-Shiung
Changhave proposed an efficient protocol called the Grid Resource Information Retrieving
(GRIR)protocol [10], which is based on the push data delivery model to obtain the accurate
network status.
A monitoring and information system (MIS) is a key component of a distributed system or
Grid, which provides information about the available resource metrics and their status. MIS can
be used in a variety of ways: a resource broker may query the MIS to locate computing elements
for the CPU and memory requirements according to a job submitted by the end-users; a program
may collect a stream of data generated by MIS to direct an application or to a system
administrator to send a notification when system load or disk space availability changes while
identifying the possible performance anomalies [4].
There are two types of monitoring.
i.
Active monitoring - Few test packets are injected in the original data channel and the
performance is monitored. This measures the behavior of the packets on the network.
ii.
Passive monitoring – Some observation posts are formed to monitor the flow of data
packets without disturbing the actual flow of the data packets. This measures the
behavior of the application while using the network.

3

NETWORK MONITORING

Albert describes the use of networked computational resources for the implementation of
high sensor applications [28]. These high sensor applications required parallel computing in
which the network performance is vital and needs to be monitored regularly. The process of
network monitoring involves the evaluation of network performance of the links between the
clients and head node of the grid setup. Some of the common metrics identified for network
monitoring [6] viz., latency, jitter, packet loss, throughput, link utilization, availability and
reliability. Latency in a network may vary because of the congestion in the channel, router, load
of the end – end hosts and also the path followed by the packet during it’s to and fro travel.
Jitter generally means short-term variations. Jitter is a delay that varies over time. Jitter is also
known as variation latency. Packet loss may take place due to hardware fault, congestion in the
channel, corruption in the data packet sent. Throughput is constituted by several parameters
namely, packet loss ratio, latency, jitter, delay, round trip time and available bandwidth. Link
utilization can be calculated from the above throughput divided by the access rate and expressed
in percentage. For some types of link, the service provider may give Committed Information
Rate (CIR).Availability refers to the channel availability for a particular application to use at
certain point of time. Reliability is related with the packet loss ratio and availability. This also
involves the retransmission rate. The system administrators and application developers need
variety of monitoring tools to analyze various network metrics such as round trip time, packet
loss, bandwidth, jitter, latency, throughput etc. Various network-monitoring tools are available
which helps in the efficient monitoring of the network [20]. In [32], various network metrics are
considered for monitoring and are also tuned for the better performance of the grid setup. The
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network metrics and the cost function that are used in [32] shall be useful in estimating the
overall performance of the grid setup.
Monitoring the network performance of the entire grid setup involves monitoring all the
individual links between the nodes of the grid setup. Thus a Compound Cost Function (CCF) is
required to monitor the overall network performance of the grid setup. The Compound CF is a
function of CFs of all existing links in the grid setup. This Compound Cost Function (CFF) is
designed to reflect the variation in each of the individual Cost Function (CF). Thus the overall
network performance of the grid setup is determined using the Compound Cost Function (CFF)
as shown in Equation (1).
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p = Packet loss rate.
i = Number of values taken for calculating the mean bandwidth.
j = Number of values taken for calculating the mean one-way delay.
k = Number of values taken for calculating the mean Round Trip Time (RTT).
α = Varies in interval [0, 1] and tuned to balance the dependency of packet loss rate.
β = Varies in interval [0, 1] and tuned to balance the dependency of jitter.
latmin = Minimum latency between the corresponding pair of nodes.
latmin = Mean latency between the corresponding pair of nodes.
RTTmax = Maximum Round Trip Time between the corresponding pair of nodes.
BWmax = Maximum available bandwidth between the corresponding pair of nodes.
Delayavg = Mean one-way delay between the corresponding nodes.
Delaymax = Maximum one-way delay between the corresponding nodes.

3.1. Tuning
3.1.1. Bandwidth and One-way Delay
The network performance of the grid setup is improved by dynamically tuning the buffer size
of the link, which has degraded. The buffer size is set to an optimal value based on the values of
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average available bandwidth and delay. The optimal socket buffer size is twice the size of the
bandwidth * delay product of the link [6] as shown in Equation (3).
HIJK LMNMLOPQ   HR  SJTMQ ----- (3)
Where,
BW = average available bandwidth
Delay = delay between the head node and the compute node.
The TCP throughput increases by altering the send and receive socket buffer size of the
compute nodes [19].

3.1.2. Bandwidth and RTT
HIJK UOVJ  WXX  HR
---- (4)
Where,
BW = average available bandwidth
RTT = Round Trip Time
Buffer size is used to alter the TCP socket buffer size (send and receive buffers) as shown in
Equation (4). The kernel parameters namely ‘tcp_rmem’ and ‘tcp_wmem’ are changed.
Throughput is considered as the variable bandwidth and hence the computation is performed.

3.1.3. Bandwidth and Latency
HIJK YOVJ  XZK[I\ZNIP  ]MPJ LQ

----- (5)

Sending and receiving TCP socket buffer size is altered with the help of the value of the
product of the throughput and the latency as shown in Equation (5). Every time while
monitoring the threshold value is checked for and then decision of tuning is taken.

3.1.4. Jitter
The kernel parameter tcp_low_latency when set to 0, gives a high throughput. When it is set
to 1, gives a low latency performance. Hence ‘tcp_low_latency’ is set to ‘1’ when a high jitter
value is identified and it is set to ‘0’ when there is packet loss. The threshold values changes
according to the environment.

3.1.5. Packet Loss
The kernel parameter ‘tcp_fack’ is available to select the forward acknowledgement protocol
ON or OFF. When ‘tcp_fack’ is set to 0, congestion control algorithm is disabled. When it is set
to 1, congestion control algorithm is enabled. Hence ‘tcp_fack’ is set to ‘1’ when there is no
packet loss and ‘tcp_fack’ is set to ‘0’ when there is packet loss.

4 RESOURCE MONITORING
By maintaining the resource status constantly, the necessary information can be quickly
provided as requested. However, the maintenance cost of resource status is heavily related to the
total number of resources and number of times the status is updated. Therefore, trade-off
between maintenance cost and data accuracy should be considered. Resource monitoring
involves monitoring the available resources whenever a job is submitted to the grid middleware.
A submitted job is often executed whenever sufficient amount of resources are freed by other
jobs. Rajkumar enumerates various issues in Grid Resource Management [27]. The resources
are geographically distributed and have their own scheduling mechanisms, prices, access
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permissions. All these factors need to be managed properly to provide better system
performance and user satisfaction. Fufang describes the agent based resource management
system [29] where the agents are designed to locate the largest available computation power
within the grid setup and provide proper load balance. Junwei also describes the advantages of
Agent-Based Resource Management Infrastructure [30], which reduces two major challenges of
adaptability and scalability in grid environment.
In [10], Wu-Chun has introduced a Grid Resource Information Monitoring (GRIM)
prototype. To take into account the dynamicity of the changing resources in grid, a push based
data delivery protocol called Grid Resource Information Retrieving (GRIR) is used. Resource
information is updated completely based on its availability and the requirement of sufficient
resource metrics. One of the prominent techniques for resource monitoring is Grid Monitoring
Architecture (GMA). Resources available in grid network are present in Producer or product
Service. Monitoring of the resources in grid is done by the Consumer Service. Director Service
is one, which makes the bridge between the consumers and the producers [22].
Resource monitoring will identify the bottlenecks among the available resources in the grid
network. Globus Alliance developed the Globus toolkit, in which the Monitoring and Discovery
System (MDS) is the most prominent monitoring software. The status of the resources is
gathered by the Information provider [23].Swift Scheduler allocates jobs in Computational Grid
by considering the length of the jobs, processing time, jobs’ memory, and CPU requirements
with respect to the priority of resources [23].

5 RESOURCE MONITORINGVS NETWORK MONITORING
In general, the node selection procedure for the job execution is done based on the resource
parameters such as computational speed, CPU usage, memory etc. These parameters decide
which node has the capability of performing the computation efficiently. In some cases the
selection of nodes is done by also considering the network performance between the links to the
nodes. Though the nodes may have high resource availability, it may delay the execution of the
job due to network performance degradation. To reduce this kind of issues, the network
parameters are also to be considered along with the resource parameters during node selection.
Job submission is based on both CPU loads among the servers and latencies available in the
network [24].
Though the resource parameters may be monitored well, the network parameters may have a
role in effective transfer of data between the compute and head nodes. The need for network
monitoring in grid is mainly when the parallel jobs are submitted to compute nodes with equal
resource performance. In this case though the resource performances of the compute nodes are
equal, the response from both the nodes may not be received in the same time. This effect is due
to the variation in network performance between the links of the computational nodes. The
purpose of network performance monitoring becomes crucial as the network size of the grid
setup increases. This involves monitoring of more number of links on the network and estimates
its network performance and support fault detection [6]. Collecting, relating and analyzing of
network information are one of the important aspects of effective grid application and services.
GMMPro, grid network and monitoring system provides the basic support for monitoring the
grid network and has SNMP as its lower layer protocol [5].
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Figure 1 – General Model of monitoring system.
Figure 1 shows a general model of a monitoring system. The client queries and gets the
information from all the servers.
The Global Grid Forum (GGF) has identified a Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA)
(Tierney et al 2002) with three major components namely producer, consumer and registry. The
GMA model is shown in Figure 2. A producer registers a description of its event stream with the
directory service. A consumer contacts the directory service to locate producers that have data
relevant to its query. A communication link is then set up directly with each producer to acquire
data, either by a publish/subscribe protocol, or by a query/response protocol. Consumers may
also register with the directory service. These are then notified whenever new producers become
available.
Producer Details

Register Consumer/Find Producer

Consumer

Subscrib

Events

Producer

Registry

Register Producer/Find Consumer

Consumer Details

Figure 2. Components of GMA
Intermediarycomponents may be set up that consist of both a consumer and a producer.
Intermediaries may be used to forward, broadcast, filter, and aggregate or archive data from
other producers. The intermediary then makes this data available for other consumers from a
single point in the grid.
By separating the tasks of information discovery, enquiry, and publication, the GMA is scalable.
However, the GMA does not define a data model, query language, or a protocol for data
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transmission. It does not specify details about how information should be stored in the directory
service.Different monitoring systems implement each block in their own way as compared in
Table 1.
Table 1 – Comparison of Existing monitoring systems
MDS-2
R-GMA
Hawkeye
Information Provider
Producer
Module
Information
Collector
GRIS
Producer Servlet
Agent
Information Server
GIIS
Producer and
Manager
Aggregate
Consumer
Information Server
GIIS
Registry
Manager
Directory Server
Single Query
Streaming Network
Single Query
Use Case
Data
Pull
Push and Pull
Triggers and Push
Push/Pull model

GRIS - Grid Resource Information Service
GIIS - Grid Index Information Service

6 GRID NETWORK MONITORING USING AGENTS
Grid environments have recently emerged as integrating infrastructure for distributed highperformance scientific applications (Foster and Kesselman 1999). Unexpected low throughput
or high latency is common performance problems identified in high-performance distributed
systems.Detailed end-to-end monitoring data from applications, networks, operating systems,
and hardware must be correlated across time and space in order to determine the source of these
problems. Detailed comparison of these data from a variety of angles is desired. To address this
problem, a Mobile Agent based architecture that is designed to efficiently handle high-volume
streams of monitoring data is proposed. This architecture is designed to be scalable and fault
tolerant. In a complex system like grid, monitoring is important for understanding its operation,
debugging, and failure detection and for performance optimization. A flexible monitoring
architecture is introduced that provides advanced functions like actuators and guaranteed data
delivery. Mobile Agent based network management equips agents with network management
capabilities and allows them to issue requests to managed devices (or nodes) after migrating to
these nodes.Mobile Agents give the flexibility of analyzing the managed node locally. Instead
of querying the managed node for every fixed interval and analyzing the performance from
management station, Mobile Agent can be dispatched to analyze the node locally. Due to its
robustness, fault detection capabilities, less network usage, Mobile Agents are used for network
management tasks.

7 MOBILE AGENT TECHNOLOGY
Mobile agents are considered one of the most powerful forms of code mobility (Giovanni
2004). They can exploit the high processing power available in the server machines by shifting
the computations into the server side. A mobile agent is a software module able to migrate to
among the hosts of a network and carry on a specific task. The state of the program that runs is
saved, transported to the new host, and restored, allowing the program to resume where it left
off.Mobile agent technology seems to be very adequate to cope with systems’ heterogeneity and
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to deploy user customized procedures on remote sites (Kameshwari et al 2007). Mobile agents
are autonomous and intelligent programs that moves through a network, searching for and
interacting with services on the user's behalf and possess inherent navigational autonomy
(Martin et al 2007). The mobile agents’ role is vital in grid because to support the local
monitoring, local correlation on management devices, deploying agents dynamically, good
scalability, continuing execution on device when link-down or unreliable and return results
when available (Puliafito and Tomarchio 2000).
Mobile Agents provide an effective way of migrating code and data together and return the
results to the original user. Unlike RMI, which transfers data alone using stubs and skeletons,
Mobile Agents uses the concept of migration of the code and the data. Network Monitoring in
Grids using Mobile Agent help us to effectively utilize the idle resources available in the
geographically separated areas in a more optimized way. The choice between mobile agents and
client-server paradigm is discussed in (Antonio et al 1997) and their performance comparison is
dealt in (Fuggetta et al 1998). Recently, comparison between mobile agent and RMI-based
applications has attracted a growing attention. This is probably because mobile agents have a
better fault tolerance when compared to the RMI (Aderounumu et al 2006).
Distributed information processing is a primary application of agent technology (Yousry et al
2007). Consider a mobile computing scenario with low bandwidth connection links. Agents suit
them in a better way because the code to be executed migrates into the network leaving the
portable device and performs necessary actions in the remote execution site. Only the result is
returned back to the mobile device (Robert et al 2001).The techniques devised for protecting the
agent platform are software-based fault isolation (Wahbe et al 1993), safe code interpretation,
signed code, authorization and attribute certificates, state appraisal (William et al 1996), path
histories (David et al 1995) and proof carrying code (Necula and Lee 1996). While those for
protecting an agent are partial result encapsulation, mutual itinerary recording, itinerary
recording with replication and voting, execution tracing (Giovanni 1997), environmental key
generation (James and Bruce 1998), computing with encrypted functions (Thomas and Christian
1998) and obfuscated code.
Mobile Agent Paradigm has the following advantages in the field of Network
Management:
• Reduction of the network load.
• Opportunity of performing operations of monitoring data analysis by means of
algorithms that can be customized by the user and can be dynamically executed ondemand.
• Filtering of monitoring data at several abstraction levels, without high overheads for
the system.
• Asynchronous and independent execution of tasks defined by the user.
• Integration of heterogeneous resources monitoring tools.
• On-demand enabling of the services.
The use of mobile agents has several potential benefits:
• Asynchronous task execution.
• More dynamics.
• Reduced communication.
• Improved real time abilities.
• Higher degree of robustness.
• Improved support of nomadic computing and intermittently connected devices.
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8 RESEARCH ISSUES
There are various research issues in improving the efficiency of grid setup. Though the
resource metrics contribute to the decision making of the resource selection, network metrics do
play a significant role in deciding the hosts for job execution. The network metrics gives more
detailed information regarding the quality and the performance of the hosts. Resource metrics
gives information of the local system’s efficiency only in terms of CPU utilization, concurrent
processing, and memory utilization. There is a need of overlooking the degradation due to
network metrics while considering the resource metrics too. Hence, analysis of the network
metrics along with the resource metrics for the selection of the compute nodes during job
submission is essential. The strategy for resource allocation can be designed in the form of an
algorithm. The algorithm can be optimized to handle both the resource metrics as well as the
network metrics.
One of the key issues is to consider the network metrics for monitoring and prediction of the
grid setup apart from the regular resource metrics used. The efficiency of a grid setup can be
estimated more accurately considering the network metrics. The existing resource selection and
job scheduling algorithms can be altered by including the network metrics to improve the
efficiency. Such improved version of algorithms will also consider the dynamic change in
network load and other bottleneck situations. Another research issue is to optimize the
dynamically varying network load by the process of tuning. The impact of network monitoring
and tuning has to be optimized such that it doesn’t source the bottleneck situation while
monitoring and as well as in tuning.
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